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No. P- HQ/RRC/G DCE/ or / 2oL8lALP & T ech. / l{$ Date: 20-06-2020

Sub: Publication of provisional part Panel for recruitment to the post of
Assistant Loco Pilot (ALP) against GDCE.

Ref : (1) RRC/BSP's Employment Notification No. O1/2OL8
(2) RRC/BSP's Office letter No. P-HQ/RRC/GDCEI0L/2O181450,

dtd,31.10.2019
(3) RRCIBSP's Office letter No. P-HQ/RRC/GDCE|0U20L8IALP &

Tech./571, dtd. 16.01 .2020
(3) RRC/BSP's Office letter No. P-HQ/RRC/GDCEIOL/20|8IALP &

Tech,/606, dtd, 05,02. 2020

Provisional part panel of 135 candidates in ascending order of Roll numbers
for recruitment in Assistant Loco Pilot (Cat. No. 01) post Level-2; 7th CPC

against General Departmental Competitive Examination (GDCE) on South
East Central Railway is hereby declared. This panel is purely provisional and
does not give any right to any candidate for job in above notified post, If
any malpractice is detected at any stage, their candidature will be
terminated and the individual will be liable for criminal prosecution.

The Computer Based Test (CBT) and Computer Based Aptitude Test (CBAT)
for the recruitment were conducted on 07.09.2019 and 20.11.2019
respectively, The Document Verification was conducted between 24.02.2020
to 05.03.2020 at Railway Recruitment Cell, R.T.S. Colony, Bilaspur.

While due care has been taken in preparing the panel, RRC/SECR reserves
the right to make any amendments to the provisionally declared panel at
any subsequent stage. If any discrepancies or malpractices are noticed or
brought to the notice of RRC, then RRC/SECR reserves the right to declare
any candidate(s) unsuccessful or delete the name of any candidate(s) from
the notified panel at any stage. The decision of Chairman/RRC/SECR in the
matter shall be final.

Any discrepancy in name, surname, caste, DOB and father's name .of the
candidates due to typographical error may be corrected as per the Original
Application and certificates produced by the candidates during document
verification. The original documents may be verified before issue of
Appointment Orders. The authenticity of testimonials in proof of educational
qualification, Date of Birth and Caste Certificates submitted by canaiaatV
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empanelled against reserved vacancies may also be verified before issue of
appointment order. The candidates who belong to reserved communities
but not submitted caste certificate in the prescribed Central Govt. format
may be asked to submit the same within a time limit.

5. Candidates working in above the pay level-2 will have to be reverted for
joining the post of Assistant Loco Pilot (ALP); Level-2 (7th CPC).

6. Medical fitness of some candidates is yet to be received by RRC and some
candidates were declared temporary unfit. Such candidates will be
considered for empanelment later on, if they are declared medically fit in
A- 1.

7. The offer of appointment shall be sent separately by respective
units/divisions. Hence for their posting and appointment letter candidates
need not contact RRC.

The panel is purely provisional and appointments of candidate as Assistant
Loco Pilot post will completely depend on fulfilling all other conditions like
passing of requisite training, not undergoing any effective penalty, no
SPE/Vig/DAR case is ongoing/pending/contemplated against them,
fulfillment of other pre-recruitment formalities, verification of all relevant
documents including cast certificate etc. Appearance of one's Roll No. in the
part panel does not confer any right for selection of any candidate.

For their details candidates are advised to visit the website of SECR
(www.secr.indianrailways.gov.in) only. Candidates are hereby
informed that RRC/SECR/Bilaspur does not have any other website.
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Chairman/Railway Recruitment Cell/Bilaspur
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The candidates having following Roll Nos. (ln ascending order; not in order
of merit) are provisionally empanelled for the post of Assistant Loco Pilot,
Category No. 01 against RRC/SECR/ BSP GDCE Employment Notification No.

oLl2OL8.

RollNo. Roll No. RollNo. RollNo. RollNo. RollNo.

180101012048 LBC|IOLOL22:5 180102010183 180103011214 180103011_478 18010401-0866

1B0101012054 180107012277 180102010188 1_80103011216 180103011479 1B0r-04010873

180101012055 180101012286 1"80L02010222 180103011231 180103011488 180104010877

180101012061 1801,O101,2287 18010201,0728 180103011236 180103011494 180104010881

18010L012065 180101012289 180102010236 180103011240 180103011498 180104010882

1,80101,012077 180101012299 180102010247 1801-03011256 180103011s38 1_8010401091s

180101_012079 18010201_0005 180102010250 180103011258 180103011s43 180104010938

180101012097 180102010007 180102010252 180103011292 L80103011558 180104010948

180101012100 L80102010014 180102010253 180103011296 180103011563 180104010959

180101012108 180102010042 1_80102010274 180103011302 180103011s90 80r.04010979

180101012110 180102010053 180102010298 180103011307 180103011s91
Total = 135

180101012120 180102010059 180102010307 180103011340 18010301161_0

180L01012121 180102010068 180102010319 180103011351 180103011620

1801010121_25 1801"02010077 1801020103s6 18010301r.366 180103011636

1,80101,O1,2127 180102010090 180102010357 180103011371 180103011_640

1801_01012132 180102010091 1801_02010360 180103011376 180103011646

180101012146 180102010098 180102010370 180103011381 180103011668

180101012166 180102010111 1,80L0201"0372 180103011-395 180103021_817

180101012183 180102010117 180102010386 180103011398 180104010766

1801010 12 198 1,801020LO1,42 180102010387 180103011402 180104010815

180101012218 180102010143 180102010395 180103011409 180104010825

L80101012220 180102010152 180102010400 180103011442 18010401-0826

1.80toLo12232 1801020L0164 180102010421 180103011454 180104010842

180101012261 180102010169 180103011206 180103011462 1-80104010849

180101012265 180102010181 180103011208 180103011476 180104010861
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This is part and provisional panel.
The panel is being issued as per ascending order of
The community wise breakup will be issued at the
the final panel as per the merit.

Roll numbers.
time of issuance of

whr(Uday K
Chairman/Railway Recruitment Cell/Bilaspur
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